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The evolution of media use by presidential candidates has come a long way from
its inception years ago. What began as the use of newspapers or flyers eventually
expanded into radio and then television. Recently, with the rapid growth of the internet,
social media may be emerging as a part of campaigns that is just as important as the
more traditional forms of media that have been utilized in the past.
The use of online campaigning has grown rapidly. This growth will probably
continue and will eventually lead to the use of the internet becoming the most
important element of campaigning. In order to trace this trend toward online
campaigning and to compare it with campaigning by using traditional media forms, in
this study I follow four of the candidates that are running in the 2012 presidential
election: Michele Bachman, Ron Paul, Mitt Romney, and President Obama. I track the
candidates’ use of various social media sites, such as Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube
and look at how they are utilizing each of those sites. In addition, I observe the
candidates use of the traditional media forms. Newspapers are still an important forum
for candidates and endorsements of major papers are coveted. However, the main form
of traditional media that I will be looking at is television, because it is the most used and
the most publicized method of campaigning. Candidates make numerous appearances
on news and talk shows. The different uses of campaign commercials have been the
subject of political debates for years.
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When comparing the different forms of media that candidates use, I look at what
the target audience appears to be for the different venues. I believe that we will see
that the target audience will be quite different, depending on which type of media that
a candidate is using. One of the main advantages that has occurred through use of new
media forms has been its effect on fundraising. I look at how online campaigning has
changed the way that candidates are able to conduct fundraising initiatives and how this
has encouraged more people to get involved in this way. There are also different
objectives that are able to be reached through the different types of media. I examine
those objectives and explore how the specific candidates that I study are trying to
achieve those objectives.
The emergence of new types of media has greatly changed how political
candidates must conduct their campaigns. I believe that President Obama has very
adeptly navigated the plethora of media avenues available, and that was very beneficial
to him during his successful run for president in 2008. The candidate that accomplishes
that feat during the current election will have a clear advantage in gaining his parties’
nomination and in his or her ultimate quest for the presidency.
Newspapers have been endorsing candidates for president for more than a
century. They have been one of the most traditional forms of media that candidates
have used, because they have been around for such a great length of time. While other
types of media have arisen and have taken some of the spotlight away from
newspapers, they have remained important to campaigns. Every candidate always
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prefers to be the one receiving the endorsements from a newspaper. While they may
not carry the same weight that they used to, the major newspapers are still read, and
what they say is taken into account by powerful people and decision makers. One of the
most influential newspapers for more than a century has been the New York Times.
Anyone can go back and read their endorsements of various presidential candidates,
starting with Abraham Lincoln in 1860.1 The candidates that they have endorsed have
gone on to win the election twenty-three times in thirty-eight elections.2 In a study
conducted by Brown University economics students, they found that newspaper
endorsements can be influential to voters.3 However, the amount of influence that
voters place on these endorsements has to do with the amount of credibility that the
voters assign to the newspaper’s political views and whether or not they perceive those
views to be overly biased or not. An endorsement would hold greater credibility with
voters and would be more beneficial to a candidate if that endorsement was out of the
norm for that particular newspaper. For instance, if a paper that typically endorses a
Democratic candidate endorses the Republican in the race, voters would tend to place
more credibility on that endorsement, and it would have more influence on their
decision.4 However, in order for the endorsements from a newspaper to matter, voters
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must pay attention to the newspapers, and it is no secret that the number of people
who regularly read newspapers is declining.
Other studies that have been conducted on the persuasiveness of newspaper
endorsements have found that much of the time, voters are unaware of which
candidate a newspaper has endorsed.5 Sometimes the only way that people are aware
of a certain endorsement from a newspaper is when one of the candidates goes to great
lengths to publicize it. Nonetheless, most newspapers have kept up the practice of
endorsing candidates, if only to generate conversations and debates about the
candidates and the issues involved in the election.
Not all newspapers believe that they ought to make political endorsements. The
Wall Street Journal and USA Today do not endorse candidates.6 Both of these papers say
that one reason for their decision was that they find values or specific policies more
important than one candidate over another. Both papers also believe that when a
newspaper makes such an endorsement, they are automatically creating suspicion in
their readers. Depending on which candidate they endorse, their readers may start to
think that all of their coverage is biased toward one side or another.7
Of course, candidate endorsements are not the only way that newspapers are
involved in presidential campaigns. They also write numerous stories about the
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candidates and their policies. However, the amount of influence that these stories have
on voters is much less than it used to be. Obviously, when newspapers were the main
source of information for people, they had more influence with voters. Now, that
influence has declined as newer forms of media have continued to develop. Because of
television and the emergence of social media on the internet, the audience for
newspapers continues to lessen. Interestingly, stories about the candidates and their
policies that have been written in newspapers have gotten some added publicity and
notoriety, thanks to the candidates’ websites. Republican candidates, Romney,
Bachmann, and Paul, have a section on their websites that is dedicated to positive news
stories that have been written about them and their ideas. Thus, newspapers, whether
major or minor, can gain some more exposure through this avenue. Supporters of a
candidate may read the newspaper stories while on his website. However, in all reality,
it is not very likely that the reader would be any more interested in the newspaper, than
he was previously.
The fact remains that the newspaper, as a form of media in presidential
elections, continues to decline. This is based on the emergence of new media and the
continued decline of newspaper readers. Newspaper circulation is at its lowest point in
decades, with most of them losing readers.8 It is more convenient for readers to get
their news online, so that is what many people are moving toward.9 In turn, that cuts
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down on subscriptions for newspapers. In reality, if people are not reading newspapers
than how can they be considered an influential form of media in presidential elections
today? There was a time when the news industry consisted basically of newspapers, and
they ran the show and controlled the information. Candidates had to rely on
newspapers to spread the word about their beliefs and ideas. That has obviously not
been the case for decades now. As information becomes more readily accessible on the
internet, in all likelihood, the newspaper audience will continue to decrease. The power
has shifted to faster, more convenient and up-to-date forms of media, which we will
turn our attention to now.
The invention of television greatly changed the way that politics as a whole has
been conducted, and it has had a profound impact on the race to win our nations’
highest office, the presidency. Unlike newspapers, television is still an enormously
important aspect for candidates running for public office, despite the recent rise of new
media forms, which have taken some of the power away from the television industry.
The effective use of television media still seems to be absolutely critical to the success of
a presidential run. The candidates that are currently running recognize this fact and are
trying to gain an advantage over the other candidates by maximizing their opportunities
for television time.
Of course, there are different ways that candidates can use the television media.
The use of television has its own ways of managing to influence the race, whether the
candidates like it or not. One of the ways that candidates get their message out to
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possible voters is through appearances and interviews on various television shows. The
current candidates for president have been busy doing just that.
I studied videos of the candidates from various websites, mainly YouTube and
the candidate’s own campaign websites. While going through many of these videos, I
noticed some interesting trends about each of the candidates. All of the candidates have
made appearances on various talk or news programs, but their styles are definitely
different from one another. I think that this might have something to do with each
candidate’s strategy and with his target audience. Ron Paul is a particularly interesting
candidate to study when looking at the use of television media during his campaign for
the presidency. While looking at interviews that he has given, I was struck by his
frankness and his willingness to delve into specifics. He does that a lot more than the
other candidates do. The lack of actually answering questions during an interview has
been something that interviewers have complained about politicians for years.
Specifically, during this campaign, that has been a complaint about Michelle
Bachmann.10 So, one would think that since Paul is better known for being willing to
answer their questions and unabashedly spell out his beliefs, the media would be
flocking to interview him and to cover what he is doing in the race. However, it is
interesting to note that Paul receives less news coverage than most of the other
candidates in the race. Even those that have never really been a major factor in the race
have seemed to get more airtime and coverage than Paul, who has consistently been a
10
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viable candidate.11 Paul has had to face the challenge of trying to get out his message
through a television news media that does not appear to want to cover him or his
policies. He has made appearances on several different cable news shows. However,
those shows are not the top news programs on cable. Nonetheless, when watching
these interviews, there were several key points that I noticed about him. One of those
was that he makes sure to mention his strong support from young people. The energy of
his young supporters brings a great deal to his campaign, and it is clear that even though
he is in his seventies, many young people are inspired to fight for him.12 Another thing
that I noticed was that Paul gets into more specifics than the other candidates typically
do. This is interesting because of the fact that his views are considered a bit radical by
some and that he risks alienating potential voters, who might be turned off by exactly
what he plans to do.13 One might think that his more radical views, such as legalization
of drugs, would make good stories and that the news media would jump to cover him as
a candidate. However, that does not seem to be the case. Also, while Paul is not the
frontrunner in the presidential campaign, he is ahead of Bachmann in most polls, and
she gets a lot more coverage than he does.14
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One reason that Paul may have more trouble getting coverage from the
television news media is that he does not have a lot of friends in the Republican Party.
Paul has not made a big effort to endear himself to the party leaders, and he has never
shied away from criticizing other party members and their stances on issues.15 Thus, it
should not be to surprising if Paul does not get a lot of help or support from the party
during his campaign. The lack of support among influential Republican leaders could be
one of the reasons that he is not getting much media attention. In effect, Paul seems to
be more like a third party candidate, and we all know that third party candidates do not
win presidential races in the United States. Major party backing is very important in a
campaign, because the party organization can do so much for a candidate through the
vast resources that they possess. While Paul has not received the amount of television
media coverage that other candidates have, he has managed to remain in the race,
while others have been forced to drop out. Later in this paper, I will discuss how I think
that social media has played a huge part in Paul’s success.
Michelle Bachmann and Mitt Romney have definitely received more television
media coverage than Paul has. Bachmann benefitted from her win in the Iowa straw
poll, which generated a lot of coverage for her, even though in most polls, she trails
behind Romney and the more recent entry Governor Rick Perry. Bachmann has made
appearances on the mainstream news shows such as “Meet the Press” and “Face the
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Nation,” as well as popular cable shows such as “The O’Reilly Factor.” She has faced
some tough criticism from her interviews on these shows, because she seemed to
sidestep some questions.16 Her appearances on many of these shows have not been as
successful as her campaign managers would probably have liked them to be. We can see
from her experiences that gaining access to or attention from the media is a good thing
for candidates, but once they have those opportunities, it is important for them to make
a good impression on potential voters. It does not seem that this has happened with
Bachmann. She received increased media attention after the Iowa straw poll, but since
then, her poll numbers have been less than positive. That decrease could be seen as an
indicator of her performance in the media or as increased scrutiny from the media.17
How candidates use the media and the kinds of impressions that they generate there
will probably have a great influence on voters. When watching Bachmann’s appearances
on numerous television news shows, the criticisms that she doesn't really answer a lot
of questions rang true. Compared to Paul’s interviews, she offered a lot less in the way
of specific ideas. Lately, when following the television news, it appears that the flux of
attention that Bachmann received following the win in Iowa has begun to wane. Her
recent polling numbers have been unimpressive, and she recently came in last in the
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Florida straw poll.18 Once Rick Perry entered the race and started garnering a lot of
media attention, Bachmann was overshadowed by him, and it appears that the trend
may continue. Bachman has managed to get some attention for her attacks on Governor
Perry during recent debates, but that attention only lasts so long.
Mitt Romney is an interesting candidate to pay attention to, because he is in a
different position from the others that we have talked about. After all, Romney ran for
the Republican nomination in 2008. He was considered a frontrunner at times during
that campaign, and he was the last remaining challenger, before eventually losing out to
John McCain. Thus, he is already somewhat familiar to voters. He was also immediately
seen as a viable candidate by the media, which makes them more likely to devote more
coverage to his campaign. When Romney entered the presidential race, he had already
overcome the struggle that some candidates have of getting the media to pay attention
to them and to allow them to communicate their messages. However, Romney has been
facing the same issue that Bachman has dealt with lately. He has lost some of his media
time, since Perry burst onto the scene. It has been pointed out by some that this loss of
media coverage may not be as damaging to Romney because of the fact that he ran as
one of the frontrunners in 2008, so he is already familiar to many voters. The media may
not feel the need to introduce him to the American public, since they already scrutinized
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him during the previous election. For now, the media seems to be focusing more
intently on the other candidates.19
Romney’s experience as a previous presidential candidate has also probably
helped him with his media dealings during this current campaign. He is familiar with the
television media, and he seems to know how to handle them. In watching him in
television interviews, he appears to be extremely comfortable, while others have
wavered.20 Media management is a crucial part of running a campaign, because the
candidate’s team needs to be able to control their message as much as they can. Their
goal is to circulate the candidates’ message and positive stories about that candidate.
They want the media to focus on the strengths of their candidate and the weaknesses of
his opponents. Recent research has shown that Romney’s campaign managers have
been effective in their management of the media and in their communication of their
message and their problems with opponents.21 One could argue that they may have
learned some lessons from losing to John McCain and that the knowledge they gained
has propelled their media campaign ahead this time around. According to that same
study, Romney’s poll numbers have also been improving, which some attribute to his
superior media campaign management, as opposed to Perry, who has been stumbling,
19
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after a very strong start.22 Others have noticed some differences in Romney’s campaign
strategy from his previous run for the presidency. Things have been different since the
beginning, when he officially declared himself a candidate. A Washington Post article
pointed out some differences that do suggest that Romney has learned from what
people said and thought about him during the previous election. It does seem like he
has been trying to avoid those same opinions this time around.23
Another benefit from Romney’s previous run is that it led the media to consider
him as a viable candidate for the current election, even before he was officially in the
race. Because of his familiarity, the media began talking about him early on, which
meant voters were focusing on him and getting the most information about him,
especially compared to the other candidates.24
The Pew Research Center conducted a poll about the publics’ familiarity with the
candidates or possible candidates, and the results were very good for the Romney
campaign. He was not only considered one of the most familiar candidates to the public,
but he also received pretty decent numbers when respondents were asked who they
were likely to vote for.25 However, it should be noted that this poll was conducted
before Perry entered the race or was even on the radar. A more recent survey done by
22
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Gallup revealed that Perry has edged out Romney in the favorability rating. However,
Romney has made substantial gains in this area during the past few weeks.26 Romney is
still better known than Perry is. In fact, Romney is the most well-known of any of the
Republican candidates that have declared themselves to be in the race.27 This familiarity
on the part of the voters and his experience in running a campaign are key points that
may spur Romney on to the Republican nomination.
There is no lack of media coverage when it comes to President Obama. He does
not face the problem that some candidates have had of trying to get the media to pay
attention to them. As the incumbent President, Obama doesn’t have to make a lot of
appearances on news shows. He can basically host his own show by making a national
address or holding a press conference. However, he has done several appearances that
seemed to be aimed at specific audiences he wanted to target.28 He has also begun to
make some appearances on daytime television shows, but he has received criticism for
doing that. Some people believe that these types of appearances demean the Office of
the President.29 Currently, President Obama seems to face the problem of trying to gain
more positive news coverage. With his approval ratings slipping and the poor economy
a major topic right now, Obama has been making all of these appearances to try and
26
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right the ship, so to say. However, he is being criticized for making too many
appearances, and some say that he is being overexposed.30 What Obama really needs is
for some positive news to come out about the economy, in order to turn around some
of his bad press. Whether it is fair or not, he will get most of the credit or blame for the
economy, and right now he is suffering because of it. The public believes that the
president should be able to solve the country’s economic problems, so when things
don’t go well, the president will often be held responsible.31 Because of the recent
criticism, I would expect that he will cut back on those television appearances in the
near future.
News shows are not the only way that candidates use television to reach
potential voters and to communicate their message. Politics changed when political
debates first began to be broadcast on television. When voters were able to see
Kennedy and Nixon during their debates, Kennedy scored big. Many people believe that
was because of appearances. Kennedy had prepared very well for the debate and had
thought through every detail, whereas Nixon was not well prepared at all. Political
debates continue to be an important stage for candidates, and making a good
impression or being declared the so-called “winner” can give a boost to their campaign.
In reality, the debates that are held during the general election are typically more
important and receive more attention than those held during the primary campaign.
30
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However, since we are still in the primary phase of the campaign, we will look at the
debates that have been held so far.
In every debate, the media declares winners and losers and then proceeds to
talk about what went right and what went wrong for the participants. Obviously,
candidates prefer to receive positive coverage following these performances. During a
debate, candidates have the opportunity, in front of many viewers, to do a number of
important things. These include answering questions confidently, displaying good
knowledge on significant issues, and appearing presidential. It is important that
potential voters are able to envision candidates as president and to feel that they
conduct themselves in a presidential way. The recent Republican primary debates have
drawn large numbers of viewers, which makes them even more important for
candidates. The debate that was held in Florida provided strong ratings for FOX News.
During the debate, Fox recorded more than six-million viewers, which is significantly
more than the number of people that are usually watching Fox News during that time
slot.32 That was also a substantial increase from the numbers that were recorded for the
Republican debates in November of 2007.33
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So far, there have been nine debates in this race for the 2012 presidential
nomination, and Romney has been declared to be one of the winners after each one.34
Some of the reasons why commentators felt that he has been a winner were that he
was “steady” and “presidential” in his answers and that he avoided answering the tough
questions, which can be important, if you don’t want to upset people.35 The debates
also provide an opportunity for candidates to attack each other’s previous records or
statements and their plans, if they were to become president. The frontrunner usually
becomes the target of the rest of the candidates, in an attempt for the rest of them to
gain ground. That was something that Bachmann and Romney did well during the
Florida debate.36 In all likelihood, the constant attacks on Perry by the other candidates
will end up benefiting Romney, more than they will help anyone else. Sitting in second
place may be where Romney wants to be right now, in order to avoid all of the attacks
from the other candidates and a lot of scrutiny from the media. In fact, that seems to
have been part of his strategy since early in this race. Romney’s issue is the economy,
which is where he is the strongest. Since the economy is what the American people are
the most worried about, that is what he wants to focus his, as well as potential voters,’
attention on. His more liberal record on social issues is a negative in the minds of many
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conservatives, so he tries to avoid talking about those issues too much.37 Romney’s
campaign strategists think that when it comes down to the time to vote, the majority of
voters will be doing so with the economy in mind. Thus, they haven’t been concerned
about their candidate being thought of as boring. They have also strongly resisted
attempts to pull Romney into discussions about his stand on controversial social
issues.38 Their goal seems to be for him not to hurt himself. During this campaign,
Romney has been asked many times about his loss to McCain in 2008, and he has been
quick to point out that the major issue in that race was the surge in Iraq. Romney
complements McCain on his ability to focus his campaign on that issue and says that he
was not as strong in that area, which is why he feels that he lost. But this time, the
major issue is Romney’s strongest area, and he is taking a page out of McCain’s book
and making that his focal point.39
Bachmann came out of the gates firing in the debates and scored some big
points early in the campaign. She surprised many by coming out with a very strong
performance in the New Hampshire debate, where she showed that she was a real
contender.40 In the Iowa debate, Bachmann was not necessarily as strong or as forceful,
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but she still managed to hold her own, which was another win for her.41 Of course,
following that debate, she won the Iowa straw poll several days later. However, more
recently, her debate performances have fallen short, and she has appeared to be fading
into the background as her campaign falters. Bachmann barely factored into the more
recent Republican debates, where her pointed attacks, which had been successful for
her in the previous debates, were missing.42 She actually hurt herself, when she got off
point by attacking Perry on the HPV vaccine. Her attacks had been very successful and
were helping her campaign, until she took it a step further and suggested that the
vaccine causes mental retardation, which has not been supported by research
evidence.43 Had she just stuck to her message that forcing young girls to have this
vaccine was a horrendous government intrusion, she would probably have been in
better shape. Instead, she seemed to get carried away, and once she said something
that was ill thought out, it was repeated over and over. In this case, Bachmann’s gaffe
has now overshadowed Perry’s decisions in Texas, and her poll numbers continue to fall.
During the debates, I saw much of the same ideas from Paul that I have seen in
interviews that he has given. He was not afraid to answer the questions, and he
continued to communicate his message.44 He got a lot of applause. There is no doubt
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that he has a lot of followers and that they are fervent in their support. However, Paul’s
views are considered to be radical by many, and he is at odds with many Republicans on
some of the biggest staple issues in the Republican Party, such as social issues and the
role of the military. Some candidates make a concerted effort to be somewhat vague in
their views so that they do not alienate potential voters. Paul is not such a candidate,
and in espousing his views so publically, he gains a lot of young followers, who like what
he has to say about personal freedom. But, he also turns off a lot of strong voting blocs
in the party, whose nomination he is seeking. Social conservatives may really like some
of what he has been saying, but I believe that the areas mentioned earlier and his stance
on those issues will keep them from really getting excited about him and getting on
board with his campaign.45 Nonetheless, Paul continues to perform well in straw polls
held by conservatives, including winning the Value’s Voters straw poll and receiving far
more support than any of the leading candidates in the race.46 For the second year in a
row, Paul also won the Conservative Political Action Conference (CPAC) straw poll,
which frustrated some people, who tried to focus media attention away from Paul’s win
and onto Romney’s strong second place finish.47 Apparently, social conservatives are not
too inspired by the other candidates either.
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The debates can be a very important part of a candidate’s campaign. A good
performance can propel a campaign forward, at least for a little while, as we have
witnessed with Bachmann. The debates have been essential for presidential candidates
in the past, and campaigns must carefully plan their debate strategies, in order to
effectively showcase their candidate. Having a good debate is part of an effective media
effort, because not only will people watch the debates, but the media will continue to
cover them for days and even weeks after they have taken place. Strategists want their
candidate on the receiving end of positive coverage about how well he performed. The
debate is one more example of the way that candidates can reach voters through the
use of television media.
Finally, I will discuss television commercials as another media avenue that
candidates use to reach and influence potential voters. These ads have been utilized for
decades, and there are different ways to use them as part of an effective campaign.
Even people that are not particularly interested in following the race will see some
political ads while watching their favorite television shows. You never know if something
that someone sees in an ad will stick with them, and whether they will remember it
when it comes time to vote. There is a website called, “The Living Room Candidate”
where anyone can watch political commercials from presidential elections going all the
way back to the 1952 election between Eisenhower and Stevenson.48 It is interesting to
look at some of those ads to see how they have evolved over time but also to see that
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they are still used in basically the same way. In a commercial, there are thirty seconds in
which to influence a voter, so everyone usually goes about it in one of two ways. They
will highlight key things that their candidate has accomplished or positive things that
have been said about him or her. They will also usually use feel good images of them
with their family or interacting with everyday people, in order to make them more
relatable. Or, they will use a commercial to attack an opponent with scary music and a
doomsday voice to strike worry or fear into potential voters about the horrible things
could happen if that person were to win. Campaign commercials are not as prominent in
a primary campaign as they are during the general election. These commercials do not
run nationally very early in the campaign except in the early primary states. For
instance, residents of Indiana have probably not seen a Bachmann commercial on
television, but someone living in Iowa has probably already seen a few. In the days
leading up to an election, campaigns will usually do a media blitz, which includes
running a lot of political commercials, with hopes that their message will stick out on
Election Day. It should be mentioned that candidates are not the only ones that run
these types of commercials; numerous organizations or political action committees also
run their own commercials in favor of their candidate of choice. The two political parties
also pay to run ads as an attempt to help their candidate, and they also participate in
the media blitz. Interestingly, the amount of money spent for commercial ads increased
substantially in each of the final three weeks of the midterm election races in 2010. 49
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When we look at the candidates that are presently running in this election, we
see that they have been running campaign ads for a while, but many people probably
don’t realize this, because the ads are targeted ads. It doesn’t make much sense for a
candidate to spend a lot of money to run an ad in Indiana, when voters in Indiana will
not go to the polls until late in the primary process, and most of the candidates will
probably be eliminated by that time. Therefore, the candidates only run ads in the
states that matter right now, and they try to use their money as wisely as possible.
One of the most important states for the candidates to work hard in from the
beginning is Iowa. Bachmann was the first candidate in this presidential race to run a
television ad there, and that was in July.50 Her first ads emphasized her Iowa roots and
family persona and talked about small businesses and fixing the economy.51 Since then,
Bachmann has not broadcast too many more campaign commercials. This could be due
to the financial cost of producing ads. Lately, it seems like her campaign either does not
have the money for campaign ads or they have decided to spend their money in other
ways. The first commercials she released were well-done, professional ads. Since then,
she has put together some videos that were poorly shot with bad sound quality as well.
These ads may have brought her more negative reactions than positive ones, simply
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because people recognize the poor quality and are now speculating that her campaign
must be out of money.52
Other candidates soon joined in the advertising game and began rolling out the
political ads as well. Paul started running campaign ads in July in both New Hampshire
and in Iowa, and he has continued to roll out professional ads since then. His first ad
focused on the debt issues and talked about Paul wanting to “cut spending, balance the
budget, no deals.”53 Paul’s campaign has spent a lot of money keeping these ads
running in the key states. He has been showing them in Iowa, New Hampshire, South
Carolina, and Nevada, which has not been cheap. Paul’s campaign people have talked
about spending six figures on a recent ad, which challenges Perry’s support of Al Gore’s
presidential run when Perry was a Democrat.54 During late September and early October
alone, Paul’s campaign spent $2.5 million on advertising.55 Paul seems to be the third
place candidate right now, partly because he seems to have staying power. If he is
spending millions of dollars on campaign ads, he obviously has the funding and the
intention of remaining in the race. One of the reasons for Paul’s high spending may be
that he wants to prove to supporters that he has the means to remain in the race and
that he wants to be looked at as a serious candidate. In fact, Paul’s fundraising has been
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on the rise in the last quarter, and he said that this will allow him to continue the
television ads.56 One effective way for Paul’s campaign to circumvent the lack of
coverage that the media has given him is by creating his own media. One thing that is
interesting to note about Paul’s commercial campaign is that the candidates ahead of
him are not rolling out the television ads like Paul is, even though they have more
money to do so. I would suspect that this is because Romney and Perry both feel pretty
good about where they are in the race right now. They would not want to spend money
unnecessarily at this point. I think that Romney and Perry probably want to wait until
the primaries and caucuses are closer. Even though they haven’t won the straw polls to
this point, they are still near the top in the polls. Romney and Perry are conceded to be
the front runners, along with Herman Cain, who has had a recent surge in the polls.
Paul, on the other hand, seems to have pretty well shored up the third place spot in the
race, but he can’t just keep hanging around in that spot. He needs to make a move to
put himself into a better position for those early votes, because third place is not what
he is seeking.
I have talked about lessons that Romney learned from his previous run for
president in 2008, and campaign advertising may be another one of those areas. In the
previous campaign, he outspent the other Republican candidates by millions of dollars.
In fact, by November of 2007, Romney had spent over ten million on television ads. John
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McCain, the next Republican as far as spending, had only spent about $300, 000. 57
Barack Obama had spent $3.9 million at the same point. Romney was mainly targeting
the three states that held early votes, but he was also looking ahead and targeting
Florida. His commercials had already run 14,500 times at that point in the race.58 As we
now know, the millions that Romney spent early in the race did not benefit him in the
long run. He did not even win the early primaries or caucus and went on to lose the
nomination to McCain.
In contrast to four years ago, Romney is saving his advertising budget and has
not really begun running any political ads. I think he realized that he came on too early
last time and wasted a lot of money without getting anything for it. Romney is not
lacking in money, so I expect that once we get a little closer to the first votes, he will
begin to roll out the commercials. In fact, he already has a number of ads made, but he
has released them only on the internet. His campaign has tested these ads online for
several months and will probably release the ones on television that they feel have
received the most positive reactions, when it gets closer to voting day.
The Democratic candidate in the race for 2012 will obviously be President
Obama. Since Obama does not have to face opponents in his party, and he doesn’t yet
know who the Republican opponent will be, he doesn’t have to spend too much time or
money right now rolling out ads. His campaign will most likely wait until they have a set
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opponent or at least until it is closer to the early primary voting. Right now, the
Republicans are focused on attacking each other, so President Obama can focus on
other aspects of his re-election campaign. However, in order to get an idea of what he
might do when he does start a more aggressive media campaign, we can look back at
what his campaign managers did in 2008, when he beat out John McCain.
Obama is a necessary candidate to include in this discussion, not only because he
is the incumbent President and will be running in 2012, but also because in 2008, he
shattered the records for money spent on campaign advertising. Obama ran an
unprecedented number of ads, day and night, and he easily broke George W. Bush’s
records in this area.59 By October, 2008, Obama was spending thirty million dollars a
week and surpassed the $188 million spent by Bush in 2004.60 Obama was running more
ads than McCain at a four to one margin and was even running his ads during the
expensive time slot of nationally televised NFL games. He actually spent $6.5 million in
television advertising on one Sunday alone.61 About a week before the election, Obama
did something unusual in a political campaign: he bought a primetime time-slot on three
of the major networks and ran a half-hour commercial.62 The ad cost over three-million
dollars but was a big success in terms of the number of people that it reached. More
than twenty-six million people watched the half-hour commercial, which was double the
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amount that the World Series was drawing at that time.63 This was part of Obama’s
media strategy - to consume the market. He wanted to be the candidate that was
controlling the news cycle. It worked, because clips of the ad were replayed by the news
shows, so its effects went well beyond that half-hour.64
President Obama’s media strategy seemed to work well for him during the last
election, so it will be interesting to see if he sticks to the same approach during the
upcoming race. Some of his success may depend upon how well-funded his opponent is.
Obama had much more funding than McCain did, so he was basically able to suffocate
McCain’s media exposure. Obama may face more of a challenge in that area this time, if
the Republican candidate is able to raise a lot more money than McCain was able to in
2008.
Political advertisements during campaigns have been a part of the process for
many years now, even though people continue to debate about how effective they
actually are. A recent article in the New York Times tackled this subject and came to
some interesting conclusions on the success of these advertisements. The first one was
that if a candidate is unfamiliar to voters, ads about that candidate will be more
effective than ads about a person that most voters already know.65 Another conclusion
was that the volume of an ad may be more important than the content, so the
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candidate that can afford to run his ads more times may receive more benefits from
them.66 That means that the candidate with more money has quite an advantage. Third,
and most interesting in relation to our previous discussion of Romney, they found that
“campaign ads can matter, but not for long.” Their conclusion was that the results
obtained from advertisements did not last much over a week, so any benefits gained
through early advertising will most likely be gone by Election Day.67 I believe Romney
found this out in 2008,, and that is the reason he has waited this time around to begin a
strong media campaign. It is unlikely that when voters go into the voting booth in
January and February, they will be voting based on some commercials that they saw in
October. These results also suggest that the media blitz that candidates engage in
during the weeks leading up to the election could have a big impact. If these ads do
have such a short lived effect, the candidates had better be ready to keep rolling out
new ones to maintain the benefits.
I have spent a lot of time looking at the use of traditional media forums by
candidates during an election and have followed how four of the current candidates are
using traditional media. Newspapers and television have been important parts of
political campaigns for many decades, and they are still important in today’s political
climate. However, over the past several years, a new media force has been developing
and has begun to play an important role in our political culture, including political
campaigns. This new media force is the internet and the numerous opportunities that it
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provides for the candidates. From social media sites to their own campaign websites,
the opportunities that exist are vast, and they have only recently begun to be tapped by
political candidates and their campaign teams. So, I will look at this new form of media
and at some of the benefits that it offers that traditional media may not. There are a
few statistics from the 2008 campaign that show the growing role that the internet
played in those political campaigns. The Pew Research Center conducted a study that
provided the following statistics: 46% of people had used the internet to get information
about the campaign, 35% had watched political videos online, and 39% had used the
internet to access “unfiltered” campaign materials.68 These numbers represent large
increases over previous election years and show the increasing importance of the
internet to political candidates.
As I prepare to move on to the use of the internet, I should first take a look at
one of the differences between the old and the new forms of media that the campaigns
need to take into consideration. The issue of target audience is one of enormous
importance and should play a part in the media strategy of any political campaign. There
are differences in the average age of those that are on social media sites and of those
watching cable news shows on television, but perhaps not as much as one would
expect. A Pew Research study found that of people in their 30s, nearly sixty percent got
their news from a digital media source compared with nearly fifty percent, who were in
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their 40s, and forty-four percent of those ages 50-64.69 This could come as quite a
surprise to some, who assume that people in their twenties and thirties are the main
ones using digital media. From these results, it is clear that the older audience is
definitely growing in their use of the internet. The sharpest drop occurs when looking at
the over 65 range, where the numbers drop to just 23%.70 Cable news channels do
continue to be a source of information for nearly 40% of people. However, only Fox
News Channel has maintained its audience size, with the other major channels losing
ground.71 I think that statistics such as these are important to keep in mind when
considering how the candidates are using the different forms of media and for
understanding what type of audience they are trying to reach with each form.
When candidates use the internet and social media to campaign or disseminate
their message, they are able to bypass the filters or possible bias of traditional media.72
They can be in complete control of what they release and can take their ideas straight to
potential voters. Candidates do not have to worry about how a video will be edited or
how a statement might be taken out of context. These issues still occur in the traditional
media, but through social media, the candidates have a way to communicate with
voters in a more efficient and direct way. President Obama released the news that he
would be seeking re-election via YouTube, and Romney was able to post a retort to that
69
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news shortly after, via Twitter.73 The internet has created a more level playing field,
when it comes to political communication, because all of the candidates, frontrunners
or not, basically have equal access to the resources that the internet provides. This is
quite a contrast from the more limited access to traditional media forms.74 In addition
to helping candidates communicate their message directly to the voters, the internet
has allowed voters to go directly to the source for their political information, rather than
receiving it through the news media’s filter.
The social media phenomenon has changed a lot of things in American life. The
way that politics is conducted is one of the areas that has seen a significant change,
since the introduction of that media. The way that politicians interact with their
constituents, run campaigns, and go about fundraising has been heavily impacted as the
capabilities of internet use have increased. These new media forms are fast evolving, so
one can expect that the way that politicians use them will continue to evolve as well.
Currently, a presidential candidate certainly cannot conduct a national campaign
without using the internet to a great extent. In 2008, Obama displayed an extremely
adept online media strategy, and it paid huge dividends in his win over McCain. In the
following pages, I will look back at some of the things that Obama did four years ago and
how he is using online media to jumpstart his campaign for re-election. I will also look at
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how some of the other candidates that are currently in the race are using it to benefit
their campaign for the Republican nomination.
Obama was not the first candidate to ever use the internet or social media in his
political campaign. However, I think that it is safe to say that he was the first candidate
to use it to such an extent and to use it so effectively. The way that he was able to
engage potential voters, reach out to young people, and conduct fundraising on the
internet was unprecedented.
Obama had a vision for how he wanted to use the web, and he deserves a lot of
credit, because he recognized the possibilities much better than any other candidate.
Other candidates had used the web before in campaigns. For instance, Howard Dean
used it to raise funds effectively, but Obama saw that there was so much more that
could be done.75 He recognized that, in addition to fundraising, a candidate could use
the web to build a network of valuable information, mobilize voter support, and engage
young people.76 Obama’s campaign personnel created a database of voter information
that they could use to ask for financial support, get-out-the-vote, and send mass emails.
In the past, getting this information was a time consuming and sometimes difficult task,
because people were not always thrilled about giving someone their personal
information. However, Obama’s campaign had people giving their information readily,
in order to sign up for an insider email alert when he made his choice for vice president
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or in order to attend an event.77 Campaigns need this information to spread the word to
potential voters. They usually would use this information to create phone banks or
direct mail lists. However, Obama’s campaign got all of those people to give them their
email address or to “Like” them on Facebook, and in an instant, a mass email could go
out to all of those millions of people.78 People signed up to receive text messages from
the campaign, and Obama’s people sent out text messages giving them news, asking
them to donate, and reminding them to vote on Election Day.79 This was an incredible
feat and one that delivered a huge payoff for Obama. During the campaign, Obama
made the statement, “One of my fundamental beliefs from my days as a community
organizer is that real change comes from the bottom up. And there’s no more powerful
tool for grass-roots organizing than the internet.”80
Obama’s use of social media allowed his campaign to engage voters and to get
them involved in the actual campaign. He did not just ask people to donate money or to
show up and vote, although he did that as well. Obama created feedback, the
opportunity to share ideas and be heard, and the feeling that everyone was an
important part of something big. This was a tremendous boost to Obama’s campaign,
because when people become involved in actually working toward a certain goal, they
are more likely to take ownership of it and feel passionate about what they are working
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for. There was a quote in a New York Times Article by a popular political blogger that I
think did a good job of capturing the history of what Obama did in 2008,
“Thomas Jefferson used newspapers to win the presidency, F.D.R. used radio to change
the way he governed, J.F.K. was the first president to understand television, and Howard
Dean saw the value of the Web for raising money, but Senator Barack Obama
understood that you could use the Web to lower the cost of building a political brand,
create a sense of connection and engagement, and dispense with the command and
81
control method of governing to allow people to self-organize to do the work.”

Another article called Obama the “first customer relationship management
president,” because of the multiple ways that he utilized different aspects of the web, in
order to keep in almost constant communication with his supporters.82 President
Obama got it, but he did not just utilize a part of the internet. Instead, he took over the
web and every aspect of it. Wherever Obama could make a mark, he put a stamp on it.
There are websites on the internet for every group imaginable, and Obama had a
presence on many of those sites, as part of his strategy for reaching different target
groups.83 In addition to reaching different target groups, Obama’s online media strategy
was designed to get volunteers involved and to make it as easy as possible for them to
help. His official campaign website was more like its own social networking site, because
it allowed people to join groups and connect with other people around them. While
other candidates also connected with their supporters via the internet, it was Obama’s
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team that used it to connect his supporters to their candidate and also to each other. 84
Obama’s site also encouraged and helped people become involved from wherever they
were located. It encouraged them to make phone calls and engage in grassroots
fundraising by simply talking to people they knew and helping raise support for
Obama.85 Through this type of fundraising, supporters, who started groups through the
website, raised thirty million dollars.86 The activities done by each registrant were kept
track of by the website, and then the volunteers received recognition for their amount
of work.87
“Volunteers used Obama’s website to organize a thousand phone-banking events in the
last week of the race — and 150,000 other campaign-related events over the course of
the campaign. Supporters created more than 35,000 groups clumped by affinities like
geographical proximity and shared pop-cultural interests. By the end of the campaign,
myBarackObama.com chalked up some 1.5 million accounts. And Obama raised a
record-breaking $600 million in contributions from more than three million people,
88
many of whom donated through the web.”

Supporters of Obama could participate in mobile phone banks by signing in and
receiving a list of phone numbers.89 Then they could sit in their homes and make some
phone calls for the campaign. That was much more convenient than the conventional
way of having a set time at which a person must show up at another location to take
part in a phone bank.
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During a political campaign, there are a lot of rumors that are spread. Often, that
is done through email. The Obama campaign asked supporters to send out emails
countering those rumors. In this way, they gave their supporters a specific way to get
involved, but it was on their own time.90 I think that this was a key component for
gaining volunteers and getting a lot accomplished through them. Allowing people to fit
it in to their own schedules encourages more people to get involved, and more people
are likely to participate that way.
When you look at the statistics from the different social media sites on Election
Day, it is clear that Obama was much more successful at drumming up supporters online
than McCain was. Obama had 380% more supporters on Facebook, 380% more friends
on MySpace, 905% more viewers on YouTube, and 240 times more followers on
Twitter.91 There is little doubt that, across the board, Obama’s online campaign
dominated McCain’s. One of the statistics that was also interesting was that the number
of videos that the Obama campaign uploaded to YouTube was also way above
McCain’s.92 The platform that YouTube provided was essentially free advertising. The
campaigns could upload these videos, which were basically commercials, but they didn’t
have to pay to put them on television. For the amount of time that people spent
watching the videos on the web, each campaign would have had to have spent millions
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of dollars for advertising time on television.93 Some people believe that the videos on
YouTube may even be more effective than television ads, because people usually watch
them on recommendation from their friends, instead of having them interrupt their
shows.94
Another way that Obama used the internet effectively in his 2008 campaign was
by using it to conduct fundraising. During that one campaign for the presidency, Obama
raised more than half-a-billion dollars online, alone. Over six million donations were
made online, and the great majority of them were for amounts of less than $100.95 One
of the unique things that Obama’s campaign did was to allow people to sign up to give a
monthly amount, rather than having to give a large sum all at once. They were still able
to max out on many donors, because they could budget for this kind of giving.96
Receiving all of these small donations also allowed the campaign to collect the
contributor’s information, to include them in their emails or texts, and to encourage
them to get involved in other ways as well.97 Thus, even these small online donations
served a purpose beyond just raising money.
It should be noted that Obama did not face an easy road to the White House,
because he was a relatively newcomer to the political scene, since he was still in his first
term in Congress. In fact, before he faced McCain, he was locked in a tough primary with
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more established candidates like John Edwards and Hillary Clinton. His successful use of
the internet in his campaign was also tremendously helpful during the primary race.
During the current election race, Obama has already raised more than he did
four years, ago, even though he started earlier that year.98 He is again receiving a lot of
small donations and will soon have received donations from one million people. Coming
off of his record fundraising effort in 2008, some speculate that Obama could receive a
new record of over one billion dollars by the time the election is done in 2012.99 Since
he is the only presidential candidate raising money as a Democrat, his numbers will be
quite a bit better than any of the Republican candidates, who are fighting each other for
Republican donors right now. Nonetheless, with Obama’s fundraising prowess, even
when there is only one Republican candidate left standing, Obama may continue to hold
the edge.
The communication between the candidate and the potential voters that
Obama’s campaign opened up through its use of the internet absolutely changed the
way that campaigning is being conducted for the 2012 campaign. The current
candidates are all using the internet to a large extent in their campaign, but they are not
all using it in the same manner.
One of the things that has benefited Paul during the campaign is his support
from young people, and they are the audience that is typically the most active online.
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Like other candidates, Paul has a definite presence on the internet with profiles on
different social networking sites, a Twitter account, and a campaign website. For
someone who has never really been considered a viable candidate by the mainstream
media, he does pretty well in terms of support on those websites. On Facebook, Paul
has garnered nearly 550,000 followers or “likes” and has more than 83,000 followers on
Twitter.100 As I have followed these different candidates over the past few months, I
have been most impressed with Paul’s online media strategy and execution of his
campaign. In particular, there are several things that I have noticed that seemed
reminiscent of what the Obama campaign did successfully in the 2008 campaign. His
campaign website, www.ronpaul2012.com, contains the most information of any
candidate, and it was constructed exceptionally well, because you can access so much
from that one page. His website contains more information than the others websites,
and you can view videos directly on his site, whereas with the other candidates you
have to go to another site. Anyone can get information on what Paul’s plans are on all
the different issues from healthcare to immigration, and they can also get a list of
events and appearances that he has scheduled. Of course, located in a prominent spot is
the bright red button that supporters can click on, in order to donate to the campaign.
When comparing Paul’s website with the websites of Romney and Bachmann, one area
that really stood out was his media section. There were more than 50 videos, which
were comparable to the number on Romney’s site, but Paul’s videos were from more
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sources than Romney’s were. Whereas Romney’s were mostly internet campaign
commercials, the videos on Paul’s site were videos of all different types. Paul’s videos
ranged from his commercials, to his television appearances, to press conferences, and
to other speeches. Paul’s site has a lot more of his media interviews, in which he plainly
lays out his somewhat controversial views. There is not a feeling on Paul’s website that
the campaign is trying to be vague, in order to not offend anyone. I think that openness
is what has won him the support of a lot of young people, who are hungry for a
politician that will tell it like it is. They also believe that Paul has the record to prove that
he will follow through on fighting for his views.
Of course, there is a place on Paul’s website for people to sign up to volunteer,
as well as a store where one can choose from an assortment of Ron Paul items,
including t-shirts, wristbands, and even balloons. People can also sign up to receive
updates from the campaign by submitting their email address, zip code, and phone
number. This serves the dual purpose of getting information to these people and also of
using the information in their database, in order to track Paul’s supporters.
One of the most unique portions of Paul’s website is his coalitions section. A
person can click on this portion from Paul’s main page, and see a list of all kinds of
different groups or coalitions that support him. Examples of some of these groups are
“Catholics for Ron Paul,” “Gun Owners for Ron Paul,” “Homeschoolers for Ron Paul,”
“Greek-Americans for Ron Paul,” and “Food and Beverage Servers for Ron Paul.” There
is a page for almost every kind of group that one could imagine and probably even some
that most people would never think of. Having all of these different coalitions listed on
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the website allows people to find a group that they identify with and then find out why
those people are supporting Paul. A person can just click onto one of those listed
coalitions and be redirected to a Facebook page for that specific group. For instance, the
“Protestants for Ron Paul” Facebook page has campaign stories and information that
would appeal more to religious voters and is not necessarily included on other pages.101
The idea of having all of these different coalitions listed serves the purpose of at least
appearing that Paul has support from a wide range of voters and allows his message to
be tailored to those specific audiences. This is a way for supporters to feel a sense of
common ground with other Paul supporters and to connect with other people that like
him for the same reasons that they do. If these supporters would band together and
reach out to others, then it could be a useful tool for Paul’s campaign. It would be a lot
like Obama had with his supporter’s start groups in 2008 that reached out to try and get
their other friends involved. I think that this is a good idea. However, in order for this
method to be the most effective, people have to know about it. By looking at the
number of followers on Paul’s different coalition sites, it doesn’t appear that a lot of
people have caught onto that idea. One reason for this may be that the coalition listing
page on Ron Paul’s campaign website is relatively new. I have followed the candidates’
websites from the beginning of September, 2011, through the end of October,2011, and
this page did not appear until the middle of October. This could have been a more
useful idea earlier on in the race, although it could still be useful, if it catches on.
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Apart from a candidate’s website, the other site that is probably the most
important is Facebook. It is the most popular social networking site online, and it
continues to grow. This has been one of the more recent developments, as far as online
campaign tools. President Obama used it quite effectively in 2008 to propel his
campaign forward and to reach out to younger voters. As its popularity grows, so does
the number of people joining the site that are older than most of us would expect. The
older age groups are seeing much more growth on the site, and they are actually
outpacing the younger age groups, which were originally Facebook’s main
participants.102 This growth means that the importance of Facebook to political
campaigns will only continue to grow, as well as the possibilities of the potential voters
that can be reached through the use of online campaigns, specifically through social
networking sites. Candidates have to use social media sites more than ever, and they
must continue to try to expand into new ways of using them.103
Ron Paul uses his Facebook site in several ways. A person can get on and see
pictures that his campaign has posted of him at different rallies, meeting with various
supporters, and even eating at a particular restaurant while taking a “break” from the
campaign trail. He posts press releases, upcoming television appearances, newspaper
stories that are either favorable to him or go after an opponent, and links to campaign
videos. Of course, the whole idea of Facebook is that it is interactive. People can
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comment on all of these posts, and they certainly do. These comment sections often
turn into a debate between fellow Facebook users about the candidates’ policies, views,
and sometimes issues like the candidates’ campaign donors. There are a lot of debates
that takes place on these sites, and that is one way that candidates use their supporters
to publicize their views and to attempt to get others interested in voting for them.
One of the main things that Paul’s campaign uses his Facebook page for is
fundraising purposes. Paul will post requests for supporters to donate to the campaign
and will let them know different reasons for the importance of them donating at that
time. For instance, he will post a reminder on the last day of the third quarter
fundraising. Paul also advertises his campaigns’ “moneybombs,” which have seemed to
be an effective way for him to raise money. They conduct these “moneybombs” and
encourage supporters to donate as a way of sending a message on a certain day or
about a certain event. They did one on Constitution Day and raised nearly a million
dollars within a twenty-four hour period. Facebook is beneficial for this kind of
fundraising, because the campaign managers can post reminders and updates
throughout the day to let supporters know how close they are to reaching their goal.
There was another “moneybomb” on October 19, 2011, and it was termed “Black This
Out.”104 There was also a rally planned for the same day at Rockefeller Plaza for
supporters to gather in protest of the lack of mainstream media coverage of Paul.105 His
campaign wanted to use this issue to motivate supporters and to drive them to give as
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much money as they could, as a way of sending the media a strong message that they
want their candidate to be heard. This type of fundraising has been pretty successful.
So far, he has managed to raise more money than he had by this time four years ago. He
has also shown an increase in the percentage of money raised in the third quarter over
the amount raised during the second quarter.106 This particular fundraising effort
brought in nearly two million in one day, so apparently the issue did motivate people to
get involved.107 The “Black This Out,” rally and “moneybomb” was mostly organized at
the grassroots level, like other events of this kind have been. Supporters created a site,
promoted the event, and encouraged Paul supporters to get involved. The organizers
usually offer incentives for supporter’s involvement. With the “Black This Out”
fundraiser, the three people with the highest number of pledges were rewarded with a
prize pack, as well as the distinction of being recognized as one of the top promoters of
the event.108 The candidates and their campaign managers still play a role in these
events because of the promotion that they provide. The best way to find out about any
fundraisers or rallies is to go to the candidate’s Facebook wall.
Michelle Bachmann and Mitt Romney’s Facebook pages are quite similar to Ron
Paul’s.109 Of course, they are both touting their own agendas, but the way that they are
going about it is fundamentally the same. They both use their page to post short
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comments concerning articles written about them or things that have been posted on
their websites. This is a large part of what Romney’s page does. He gives people teasers
with his posts and then directs them to his website to find out more information or to
watch a video on the subject. The one glaring difference between Bachman and
Romney’s pages and that of Ron Paul is the fundraising aspect. Both Romney and
Bachmann have a link that you can click to donate money, but it is not a prominent part
of either of their pages.
One of the ways that candidates can get their message out through Facebook is
by people “liking” them. Then, the updates that they post to their own page shows up
on the news feed that those people see when they log on to their accounts. I “liked”
those three Republican candidates, as well as President Obama so that I would be able
to follow exactly what each candidate was promoting on his pages. Not once did I ever
see a post from Romney or Bachmann talking about a fundraiser or asking supporters to
donate money. There could be a number of reasons why they have not chosen to make
this a prominent part of their pages. One reason could be that they don’t believe that
asking for money on Facebook is an effective way to reach their particular supporters.
From everything that I have seen and read over the course of the past few months, I
believe that Paul’s fans are more active and more fervent in their support at this time.
He has a very passionate group of followers, who are extremely dedicated and have
been dedicated from the beginning. They are putting groups together, they are
organizing, and they are trying to spread the word wherever they can. This was a point
that I kept coming back to, no matter which particular candidate I happened to be
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researching at that time. It seemed that Ron Paul fans were everywhere. He may not
have the most supporters, but I think he does have the most vocal supporters. I went
through a lot of videos to get a sense of the candidates, and I watched their campaign
ads, debates, and television appearances. On almost every comment section on the
video page, I found Paul supporters talking about his plans and his record. They were
pointing out inconsistencies in the other candidates, and they were promoting their
candidate as much as they could. I think this has all been beneficial for Paul, but even
with his supporters being so organized in this way, he has never really been considered
to have any legitimate shot at the nomination. Still, his supporters remain active, and his
fight for media coverage has fired them up even more and has become a good rallying
cry for support from his campaign.
When comparing the three candidates’ use of Facebook, there are similarities,
but each does have their own way of using the site in their campaigns. In terms of
followers, Romney is way ahead, with Paul and Bachmann falling behind him. Just by
scrolling on their pages, one can notice the differences and see what each campaign is
focused on at the moment and what each one wants potential supporters to focus on.
Bachmann has been making a lot of media appearances lately, and she promotes them
on her page. She also uses some of her space to attack President Obama and his time in
office. Romney has been encouraging supporters to volunteer and help out by making
phone calls for his campaign. He has also been attacking Obama’s policies on certain
issues and directing people to his website, in order to find out more about his solutions
to those issues. It has been clear for the last several months that Paul is focused on
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fundraising. He has been pushing this on his Facebook page quite profusely. He has also
been promoting media appearances, which have not been on mainstream news shows,
but they are exposure nonetheless. Just by following the candidates over the past
several months on their Facebook pages, one should be able to discern that the
campaigns of Romney and Paul are moving forward at a more positive rate than that of
Bachmann. There is simply not much going on with Bachman’s campaign, while Romney
continues to push forward, perform well in the debates, and his organization does not
seem to be lacking in money. Paul and his supporters are making a big push for
fundraising right now, and it is clear that he still has a great deal of support. Bachmann
has not fared too well since winning the Iowa straw poll, and the excitement that
surrounded her in the beginning has seemed to have worn off. Bachman appears to be
running low on funding, but in contrast to Paul, she is not making a big push for
donations. I think that if she wants to remain in the race much longer, she will have to
regain some of that enthusiasm from voters and translate it into fundraising. If that does
not happen soon, she will be out of the race and will fade rather quickly. I think that
some of the blame for her downfall can be put on her campaign’s media strategy and
execution. When it came to television appearances, she got her shot on national news
shows but she just did not perform very well. I think she could be using the internet
more effectively, but she hasn’t done much of anything different with it. She has not
used either the traditional media or the newest means of media efficiently, in order to
make herself stand out in the race. Right now, standing out is extremely important,
especially for a candidate like Bachman that may be less familiar to voters.
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Media plays an extremely important role in political elections, because it serves
as the primary way in which candidates are able to get their message out to potential
voters. The types of media may change, but their significance remains. In this study, I
have discussed the way that four of the presidential candidates are using traditional and
new media forums and the opportunities that are provided by both types. The
emergence of new media, particularly social media, has allowed candidates to do things
differently, which has been a great advantage to those who have understood how
beneficial these new methods can be and how to use them effectively. The ability to
communicate directly with the voters via the internet and the ability to do so instantly
provides candidates with the advantage of having more control over their message and
being able to communicate without the filter of traditional media venues. It is up to the
candidates and their campaign teams to manage their use of media in an effective way.
During the past several months of the 2012 presidential campaign, I have
followed three Republican candidates and President Obama as they have worked to
reach voters with their message and to build up support for the primaries that will be
held early next year. As I have focused on their use of traditional, as well as new media
forms, I have been able to track the effectiveness of their campaigns from the viewpoint
of media use. It became very clear that certain candidates have been more successful in
their media campaigns. In my opinion, of the three Republican candidates, Ron Paul has
made the best use of new media forms, especially given the lack of coverage that he has
received from traditional sources. His campaign team has understood the vast
opportunities that social media affords a candidate, and they have taken full advantage
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of those opportunities. Paul’s online fundraising efforts should be taken into
consideration by other candidates, because they have been quite successful. In terms of
traditional media, Mitt Romney is the most polished. His experiences from four years
ago have given him an edge when it comes to television appearances and familiarity in
using traditional media in a presidential campaign.
On the Democratic side, President Obama is still in a league of his own, when it
comes to the use of social media. His online campaign continues to grow exponentially.
His access to traditional media is basically unlimited, but he will have to be careful that
he doesn’t use it to such an extent that voters feel that he has become too focused on
campaigning, instead of actually being president.
Over the course of the past few months, we have seen campaigns rise and fall. I
believe that one of the most important aspects of a major political campaign is media
use, and it is absolutely crucial to a candidate that they have a successful media
strategy. As media forms continue to evolve, candidates must take full advantage of the
new opportunities that arise, in order to reach and mobilize the greatest number of
voters. President Obama displayed the ability to do this with social media in 2008 and
going forward in 2012, it will be up to the candidate who receives the Republican
nomination to see if they can manage the different media forms as effectively and win
over enough voters. Over the years media has played such an important role in
presidential elections, and as the forms of media progress, so does the enormity of its
role.
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